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INTRODUCTION
Most of the estimations of genetic parameters in fish in the literature are issued from
experiments with families reared in separated tanks. However, because of maternal effects and
social interactions, it is possible that the relative importance of variance components is
different when families are mixed since fertilisation. This is an important issue to predict the
efficiency of individual selection schemes. 
In the present experiment, families were mixed together since the eyed stage. Microsatellite
markers were used to redraw the pedigrees and then estimate the heritabilities of several traits
relevant to aquaculture. Moreover, two different groups were constituted : one with minimized
maternal effects and the second with maximized maternal effects so that social interactions
should be different in these groups. This aimed at giving a first idea about the influence of
maternal effects on the expression of additive genetic variance.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Biological material. Two groups were constituted according to a full factorial mating between
two dams and 46 sires. Sires were the same for both groups. Each fullsib family was fertilized
individually and incubated separately until eyed stage. Groups characteristics were as
following : 

- GMIN : maternal effects minimized. The two females were chosen with similar
mean ova weight : 76 and 75 mg. Moreover, at the eyed stage, eggs were sorted
so that coefficient of variation of egg weight decreased from 4.7 % to 2.9 %.

- GMAX : maternal effects maximized. The two females were chosen for their
different mean ova weight : 87 and 53 mg, and no sorting was carried out.

Animals were reared at the experimental fish farm of the Fish genetics laboratory (INRA,
France). After 16 months, the fish were slaughtered and the following traits were measured :
body weight (W), fork length (L), condition factor (K = W/L3), pre-dorsal height, pre-dorsal
width, head length, sex, gut weight, gonad weight, gutted weight (CW) and carcass yield (CY)
was deducted : 100*CW/W). Belly thickness for two positions (echo2, echo7) was also
measured through ultrasound technology (Hospimédi LC 100 with 7.5 Mhz frequency).
Moreover, lipid content was indirectly estimated (Collewet et al., 2001) using microwave
technology (Torry Fish Fat Meter 692, 2,5 GHz : fat1, fat4). Positions of measures are shown
in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Locations of measurements

Finally, a piece of fin was collected for DNA extraction and parentage assignment. 

Parentage assignment. 90 % of the animals were assigned to a unique pair of parents using
the following set of microsatellite markers (Table 1). Animals which were not assigned to a
unique pair were excluded from further analyses. Final sample sizes were 434 and 338 animals
for GMIN and GMAX group, respectively.

Table 1. Characteristics of markers used

Reference
(or accession

number)

Number of
alleles

Heterozygosity Exclusion
probability

Ots1bml AF107029 9 0.847 0.694
Omy207 Jackson et al., 1998 12 0.900 0.795
Omy301UoG Jackson et al., 1998 12 0.844 0.699
Omy7INRA Guyomard,

unpublished
8 0.829 0.662

Str58CNRS U60223 13 0.831 0.679
Omy77DU Morris et al., 1996 9 0.703 0.489
OCL2UW AF028699 8 0.792 0.606
OmyFGT5TUF Sakamoto et al.,

1994
6 0.574 0.362

Omy2DIAS AF039065 10 0.839 0.680
OmyFGT27TUF Sakamoto,

unpublished
10 0.771 0.567

Statistical analyses. For Torry Fish Fat Meter and belly thickness data, raw data were studied
but also data corrected for weight variation. Corrections were as following :
fatc = fat/ln(body weight) and echoc = ln(echo) – a – b.ln(body weight) (allometry regression).
Data were analyzed according to the following sire model :

Y = µ + SEX + SIRE + DAM + SIRE*DAM + E
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Where Y is the trait measured, µ the overall mean, SEX the fixed sex effect (mature male,
immature male or female), SIRE is the random sire effect, DAM is the random dam effect;
SIRE*DAM is the sire-dam interaction and E  is the residual term.
Variance components were estimated using VCE4 (Groenveld, 1994) and heritability was
calculated according to : 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Estimations of heritabilities in both groups are reported in the Table 2.

Table 2. Estimations of heritabilities and standard errors

Group  GMIN Group GMAX
h² SE(h²) h² SE(h²)

Height 0.20 0.12 0.13 0.13
Weight 0.1 0.09 0.07 0.13
Thickness 0.06 0.09 0.0 -
Head length 0.08 0.07 0.02 0.13
Gutted weight 0.10 0.09 0.04 0.14
Gonad weight 0.0 0.0 0.004 0.07
Viscera weight 0.24 0.09 0.16 0.12
Length 0.18 0.09 0.05 0.10
K 0.17 0.10 0.26 0.11
Carcass yield 0.32 0.10 0.5 0.14
Fat1 0.6 0.14 0.36 0.14
Fat1c 0.72 0.15 0.38 0.13
Fat4 0.44 0.12 0.37 0.12
Fat4c 0.48 0.12 0.40 0.12
Echo2 0.32 0.11 0.16 0.09
Echo2c 0.47 0.12 0.16 0.09
Echo7 0.13 0.08 0.0 -
Echo7c 0.23 0.11 0.0 -

For all traits, except condition factor and carcass yield, heritabilities estimates are lower in
GMAX group. It must be underlined that differences are not significant and that we do not
have replicates of each group (which would be very costly). Thus, this is to be confirmed but it
is likely that the social structure which was created at the eyed stage (minimized or maximized
maternal effects) influenced the expression of additive genetic variability. This is an important
issue to optimise breeding schemes : for successful selection of the best animals, animals
which are put together in a same tank should not exhibit high initial differences of size. This
principle is applied in an optimized individual selection procedure, PROSPER (Chevassus et
al., 1992).
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Traits related to size and weight (including gut weight …) show low to medium heritabilities in
GMIN group and very low heritabilities in GMAX group. It must be said that standard errors
are high for these heritability levels as it was predicted by Dupont-Nivet et al. (2002) for this
population size. In most cases, quality-related traits (measured with microwaves and
ultrasounds) show medium to high heritabilities. They are consistent with estimations of Rye
and Refstie (1995) in Atlantic salmon for belly thickness and of Jopson et al. (2000) for the
Torry Fish Fat Meter  trait in chinook salmon. However, Rye and Gjerde (1996) found lower
estimates for directly measured lipids content. 

CONCLUSION 
This experiment demonstrated that in favorable conditions, additive genetic variability is
expressed in a group of mixed families. Thus, such populations could be successfully selected.
Although precision must be improved, size-related traits show low to medium heritability and
quality-related traits showed medium to high heritability. Moreover, this experiment indicates
an influence of the social structure of the group on the expression of the additive genetic
variability.
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